
COURTESY OF FRECKLE + LOLLIE

Quilted Christmas Stocking
SKILL LEVEL: Advanced

CRAFTING TIME: One Weekend

FOR MORE PROJECTS AND INSPIRATION PLEASE VISIT US ON OUR PARENT WEBSITE WWW.FABRICTRADITIONS.COM AND
FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM @Freckle_and_Lollie



1. Print and cut out Stocking template at end of directions.

2.
Using the pattern, cut out two pieces from pattern D113-G, 2 pieces from D78-G, and 2
pieces from the quilting batting.

3.

Taking one cut out from pattern D113-G, one cut out from pattern D78-G and one cut
out from the quilting batting, sandwich the batting between the two pieces.  Both
patterns should have wrong sides together with batting between them and pin
everything together. **You may also use a spray batting adhesive to keep the pieces
from moving.

4. Complete step 3 for the other three pieces.

5.
Your Stocking pieces are now ready to be quilted. Using vertical/horizontal or diagonal
lines, stitch through all three layers of the stocking. *To create a diamond affect use
diagonal lines. Horizontal and Vertical lines will create a box effect.

6.
Once both pieces are quilted, put right sides together, pin, and stitch, leaving an
opening at the top for turning.  Pattern includes a 3/8" seam allowance.
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Supplies & Tools
1/2 yd D113-G Yule Cool Fabric for Stocking
1/2 yd D78-G Yule Cool Fabric for Lining
Quilting Batting (Cotton or Polyester)
Stocking Pattern and Tape for pattern assembly
Coordinating Thread and Basic Tools (Scissors, Ruler, Pins, Needles, Iron, Sewing
Machine)
1/8 yd white felt



7.
Trim down the seam allowance to about 1/4".  Notch up to the stitching, being careful
not to cut into the stitching, every half inch around each of the curved edges.  By doing
this, it will help the stocking to curve more and create less bulk.

8. Turn stocking right side out and iron flat.

9. Finishing off the Stocking: Out of the white felt, cut two rectangles sized 7" x 5"

10. Stitch up both short sides of the rectangle.

11.
Place the rectangle inside the stocking making sure the top edges line up.  The felt
should be turned so the right side of the felt is against the wrong side (inside) of the
stocking. Pin and stitch around using a 3/8" stitch.

12.
Pull out the felt and fold it over the top of the stocking concealing the raw edges. *Top
stitching felt is optional.

13.
Using leftover felt create a loop for hanging about 8" long. Fold over and stitch on the
inside of the stocking by the back seam.

13. *Optional: Decorate the felt with your name so Santa knows which stocking is yours!
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